
LLP BUSINESS PLAN

Wy'East Law Firm (WLF) is a boutique technology law firm located in Portland, Oregon. To create a law firm whose
primary goal is to exceed customer's expectations. The mission of Wy'East Law Firm is to provide the Portland
community with technological and public interest legal.

As a result, she has been able to make timely investment and tax decisions. Lawyers have the privilege of
providing a vital service to the business world and to individuals as well. The result was a much happier team
of lawyers who could focus on serving their clients rather than on battling administrative challenges. They can
choose to operate as a transactional corporate law firm or specialize in litigation. In other words, the journey
of starting your own private law firm starts when you eventual pass through a law school. But, they knew they
needed to optimize their accounting procedures first which in turn would allow them to devote more energies
to business development. Here is a sample law firm business plan which can serve your pretty well as you
look to draw up yours. This recent trend is responsible for creating job opportunities for lawyers with expertise
in international relations and cross-border transactions et al. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
predicts that job opportunities for legal practitioners will grow at the same rate as the average for all other
occupations in coming years; the growth will be fastest in areas such as intellectual property, health care,
antitrust, and environmental law et al. Although a large percentage of lawyers work for big, corporate law
firms, but there are still many lawyers who are employed at mid-sized regional firms and even in one- man
and two-person law firms. Choose Funding Proposals when you need: Documentation for current funders eg.
Reducing Taxes Our client achieved tax savings by re-examining the way that revenues and expenses were
being logged. We will offer a complete range of legal services to our local, state, national, and multi-national
clients and we will ensure that we work hard to provide the legal services and counsel needed by our clients to
accomplish their business goals and objectives. No doubt, the growth of the U. At the same time, our client
was spared the stress and time dealing directly with CRA. In addition, they were better positioned to acquire a
competitor. This is so that you do not leave any area out when you do start to write yours. For as long as there
are people still living on the face of the earth, there would be rancor and disputes, and the need to have
lawyers trash out cases would always arise. At the same time, it had a realistic plan in place that made it
attractive for potential investors. At the same time, because the relationship with her spouse was in jeopardy,
she wanted to safeguard the ownership of the business. They have achieved seven-digit revenue growth by
increasing their market share and securing distribution through a major retailer. But, they needed help
modifying their company so that they could quickly and cost-effectively capitalize on the opportunity.


